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THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT 

This report contains the Environmental Protection Authority's environmental assessment and recommendations to the 
Minister for the Environment on the environmental acceptability of the proposal. 

Immediately following the release or the report there is a 14-day period when anyone may appeal to the Minister 
against the Environmental Protection Authority's report. 

Afler the appeal reriod, and determination of any appeals, the Minister consults with the other relevant ministers and 
agencies and then issues his decision about whether the proposal may or may not proceed. The Minister also announces 
the legally binding environmental conditions which might apply to any approval. 

APPEALS 

If you disagree with nny of the contents of the assessment report or recommendations you may appeal in writing to the 
M!n!sler for the Environment cmtlining the environrncnt;1l n~asons for your concern and enclosing the appeal fee of 
$10. 

It is important that you clearly indicate the part of the report you disagree wirh and rhe reasons for your concern so Lhal 
the grounds of your appeal can be properly considered by the Minister for the Environment. 

ADDRESS 

Hon Minister for the Environment 
12th Floor, Dumas House 
2 Havelock Street 
WEST PERTH W A 6005 

CLOSINC DATE 

Your appeal (with the $10 fee) must reach the Minister's office no later than 5.00 pm on 11 November, 1993. 
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Summary and recommendations 
The Environmental Protection Authority assessed a proposal by the Royal Aero Club (RAC) 
and Hawkview Holdings Pty. Ltd. to construct an airpark involving a resort complex, 
expanded airstrip utilities and a nine hole golf course at lots 11 and 12 Nambeelup Road, 
Nambeelup in the Shire of Murray in July 1992. The site for this development is indicated on 
Figure 1. In view of the potential environmental irnpacts associated with this development, 
proposal was assessed by the EPA as a Consultative Environmental Review (CER). 

Following detailed assessment of this proposal, and consideration of issues raised in public 
submissions received by the Authority during the four week public review period of the 
document, the proposal was found by the Authority to be environmentally unacceptable due to 
the impact of noise from both the existing and proposed airstrips on the adjacent properties. In 
its assessment report, published in July 1992 (Bulletin 639), the Authority concluded that it 
would reconsider the project if 'an alternative, better site could be found or an increased noise 
buffer were added to the proposal so that acceptable noise levels could be achieved". 
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modifying the proposal to try to achieve acceptable noise levels. The Authority advised the 
proponent that it was prepared to no-assess the proposal if substantial modifications were made 
to the original proposal, specifically in relation to noise control. 

A revised Consultative Environmental Review document was subsequently prepared by the 
Royai Aero Club of W A in July 1993, which incorporated detailed list of commitments in 
relation to noise management and the relocation of one of the runways, as indicated in Figure 2. 

In view of the potential environmental impacts associated with revised proposal, the Authority 
determined that it should be subject to formal assessment under Part IV of the Environmental 
Protection Act as a Consultative Environmental Review (CER). 

Several issues were raised by the public, involved Government agencies and the Authority 
following review of the proposal as described within the CER document. These issues, the 
proponent's response to the issues, and the Authority's assessment of this response is 
summarised as follows : 

• impact of noise on adJacent landowners 

The CER includes a nu1nber of con1n1itn1ents undcrtak_en by the proponent to address 
potential itnpact of noise on adjacent landovvners. These commitments include: 

'1-.,-. 
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• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

operation of a policy of 'priority usc' of runways to reduce noise levels experienced by 
nearby residents; 
an undertaking to conduct aircraft engine tests between 7am and 6pm within a purpose built 
enclosure; 
restricting flying circuit training aircraft 111ovements to bel ween 7arn and lOprn~ 
ensuring that less than 1 <y,, of all takeoffs occur between lOpm and 7am; 
a requirement that runway 27 not be used for takeoffs except for emergencies, when the 
other runway is unavailable; 
requiring that t1ying training circuits turning to the west following take-off from runway 05 
be reviewed hy Rl~C upon request of the EPil .. ; 
negotiation by the Royal Aero Ciub of W A to purchase residential properties potentially 
affected by aircraft noise (i.e. which cannot con1ply with prescribed noise levels) when/if 
the current land owners wish to sell: 
noise emissions to be managed so that noise levels measured at any residence, where 
occupiers have not indicated that higher noise levels are acceptable, do not exceed an 
average of 60 dB (A) Ldn and, for aircraft used for training purposes, 65 dB(A) maximum; 



• 

• 

the installation and maintenance of a noise monitoring system in the Nambeelnp area (west 
of the Airpark) which would provide statistical data which records LDN levels, and noise 
which exceeds 65 dB La (slow) for more than 15 seconds; and 

the formation of an advisory community group to include residents and land owners of the 
Nambeelup-Murrayficld precinct, to monitor community attitudes and expectations with 
regard to the Airpark. 

No additional commitments were made by the proponent following review of issues raised in 
submissions. 

In assessing the potential impact of noise, the Authority took into consideration the above 
commitments, and a document entitled the 'Basis for Aircraft Noise Assessment', included as 
an appendix to this assessment report. This document was prepared as part of the assessment of 
this proposal, and recognises the limitations of the traditiona1Iy adopted .Australian Noise 
Exposure Forecast (ANEF) model. 

• Impact on adJacent land uses and land values 

The proponent has expressed the view in response to issues raised in public submissions that 
the proposed airpark will not restrict existing land uses in the vicinity of the airpark, and may in 
fact be likely to improve the value of land adjacent to the airpark. The proponent also reiterated 
a commitment to purchase properties as they become available on the market to establish a noise 
buffer adjacent to Nambeelnp Estate (the neighbonring kennel estate). 

The Authority considers that these issues, while valid, would he more appropriately addressed 
within the planning context. Environmental acceptability of the airpark proposal in the long term 
includes the maintenance of appropriate zoning of the land to the south, to ensure there is no 
long term land use conflict. Environmental approval of this proposal therefore has implications 
on the planning process. 

• Impact on wetiands 

The proponent has undertaken commitments to address the following issues: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

the preparation of a nutrient and irrigation programme prior to construction of the golf 
course and resort to 1nana!Ie fertiliser usc and irrigation techniques to ensure adiaccnt 
wetland habitats are nol ~dversdy affected by nutrient applic~ttions associated with 
rnanageincnl of the golf course, to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection 
i\.uthority and the \Vatenvays Commission; 

the design and implement a monitoring programme of groundwater levels and wetland 
water levels in vicinity of proposal following construction of the airpark~ in consultation 
with the Water Authority of Western Australia, to the satisfaction of the Environmental 
Protection Authority; and 

the maintenance of the functions of all existing wetlands proposed to be retained on site, to 
the requiren1ents of the Enviromnental Pro-tection Au-thority during construction and 
operation of the resort; and 

maintenance of remnant vegetation on site wherever possible, and an undettaking to replant 
cleared areas with indigenous trees and shrubs following construction. 

• Sewage management 

·rhe proponent has undertaken a commitment to instali and operate a sewage treatment piant, to 
the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority and the Health Department, following 
construction of the airpark. 
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• Water supply 

The proposal is located on the 'Murray Groundwater Area'. The proponent would therefore 
require a well licence from the Water Authority of Western Australia under the 'Rights in Water 
and Irrigation Act' before water supply wells are drilled. 

The Authority has concluded that the proposal as described is environmentally acceptable, 
subject to the following recommendations. 

Recommendation 1 

The Environmental Protection Authority has concluded that the proposed 
'Revised Murrayfield Airpark and Resort Complex' is environmentally 
acceptable, In reaching this conclusion, the Environmental Protection 
Authority has identified the main environmental issues as: 

• noise associated with the use of aircraft at the proposed site; 
• impact of airpark on adjacent land uses and land values; 
• impact on existing wetlands; 
• sewage management; and 
• water supply. 

Accordingly, the Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the 
proposal could proceed subject to the proponent's commitments listed in 
Appendix 4 (Re_commended Envir.onmental Conditions are listed in Section 5) 
and the Authority's recommendations. 

The Authority considers that the proponent should ensure that noise levels at any adjacent 
residential properties do not exceed acceptable limits. In support of the commitments made by 
the proponent the Authority makes the following rccorn.t'TICndation. 

Recommendation 2 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the pmponent 
manage noise emh~sions from the airpark to ensure that noise ieveis at any 
residential pnemises in occupation by an occupier who has not, in writing, 
indicated that higher noise levels are acceptable, do not exceed: 

• an average of 60 dB (A) Lctn (this average noise constl·aint will limit the 
number of aircraft movements); and 

• for aircraft used for training purposes, 65 dB (A) maximum (this maximum 
noise level will limit the noise level - and hence the aircraft size - for 
individual aii·craft movements. 

Technical explanation 

The index Ldn is called Day-Night Average Sound Level, which is an energy weighted 
integrated noise level, averaged over a twenty-four hour period, and which incorporates 
"penalties" for the increasing subjective annoyance that people may experience at different times 

1of day. f'or instance, aircraft flying at noon, with all the attendant ambient noise will be 
i subjecli vely less intrusive than the smne aircraft flying in the quiet of the evening or night. 'I 

!Therefore, in calculating the "average" noise level 0-·dn ) emissions measured for aircraft 
II operating at night have a penalty of 10 dB (.A •. ) added to it (i.e. an aircraft 1neasured at 50 dB (i·L) I 
at night is considered to have 60 dB (A) 's worth of annoyance). I 
The Authority considers that this index, when applied in conjunction with a maximum 
I permissable noise level at anv time, of 65 dB (A) at adjacent residential properties, will ensure I 
I that acceptable noise levels m:c achieved. · - - I 
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In view of the significant degree of public concern expressed in submissions received on the 
proposal, the Authority considers that an appropriate Noise Monitoring Programme should be 
implemented by the proponent to ensure that aircraft operations do not create a nuisance to 
nearby residents adjacent to the airpark. 

Recommendation 3 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the proponent 
prepare a Noise Monitoring Programme to the requirements of the Authority. 
This programme should include but not necessarily be limited to the following 
details: 

• restrictions of use of both proposed runways by aircraft involved in circuit 
tiaining flying and standard flying operations; 

o the installation, operation, and maintenance of the proposed noise 
monitoring station in the Nambeelup Park area; 

• the proposed t·eporting mechanisms to the Environmental Protection 
Authority by the Royal A· .. ero Club in the event that recorded noise levels 
exceed specified noise iimits as recorded at the above mentioned monitoring 
station at Nambeelup Park; and 

o reporting mechanisms by the Royal Aero Club to the Environmental 
Protection Authority in the event that noise emissions from the airpark 
exceed specified noise limits at any residential premises in the vicinity of 
the airpark. 

IV 



1. Introduction 
In July 1992 the Environmental Protection Authority assessed a proposal by the Royal Aero 
Club (RAC) and Hawkview Holdings Pty. Ltd. to construct an airpark and associated resort 
complex at lots II and 12 Nambeelup Road, Nambeelup in the Shire of Murray, as indicated on 
Figure l. 

Following detailed environmental impact assessment of this proposal, the Authority concluded 
that the proposed development was environmentally unacceptable due to the impact of noise 
from both the existing and proposed airstrips on the adjacent properties. In this assessment 
report, the Authority concluded that it would reconsider the project if 'an altemative, better site 
could he found or an increased noise buffer were added to the proposal so that acceptable noise 
levels could be achiewrl' (Environmental Protection Authority Bulletin 639). 

A modified airpark proposal \Vas subsequently subn1itted to the Authority by the Royal Aero 
Club of W A in July 1993 for assessment, illustrated in Figure 2. These modifications 
specifically relate to potential noise impacts associated with the revised proposal, in accordance 
with concen1s previously identified by the Authority. 

In view of the potential environmental impacts associated with the development, the Authority 
determined that it should be subject to formal assessment under Part IV of the Environmental 
Protection Act as a Consultative Environmental Review (CER). These documents were 
distributed to every individual and organisation who forwarded a submission to the EPA on the 
original airpark proposal for a four week public review period, ending on 20 August l993. 

2. The proposal 
The revised proposal is illustrated in Figure 2 and includes: 

• 

• 

• 

a resort complex to accorrunodate approximately 370 tourists; 
expanded airstrip facilities, involving two sealed runways (05/23 and 09/27) and one 
grassed mnway (iocation of the primary runway (05/23) has been relocated 30 metres to the 
east of the previously identified location) fur use by siHg1e and twin engine prope1Jer driven 
aircraft with a maximum carrying capacity or 1L persons. lt rs expected that both 
experienced and trainee pilots will utilise the site; and 
a nine hole golf course . 

A total of 53 submissions were received on the proposal during the public review period from 
individual members of the public, petitions prepared by local landowner groups, Homeswest, 
the City of Mandurah, the Health Depmtment, the Water Authority of Western Australia, the 
Peel Inlet Managerncnt Authority, and the Dcpartn1ent of Planning and Urban Deve1opment. 

A list of individuals m1d organisations who forwarded submissions to the Authority on the CER 
document is included in Appendix I. A detailed list of issues raised in the submissions is 
included in Appendix 2. The proponent's response to these issues is included in Appendix 3. 

3. Environmental issues and their management 
Several environmental issues were identified by the Environmental Protection Authority and 
submissions following review of the CER. A summary of these issues, the proponent's 
response to them and the Authority's assessment of the issues is detailed in this Section. 

I 
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Figure 1: Location of 1Hurrayjield Airpark proposal. (Source: Consultative 
Environ1nenial Review, July 1993). 
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Figure 2: Revised concept plan for Airpark (Source: Consultative 
Environmental Review, July 1993). 



Following consideration of these issues and the proponent's response to them, the Authority 
has concluded that the proposal as described is environmentally acceptable. 

Recommendation 1 

The Environmental Protection Authority has concluded that the proposed 
'Revised Murrayfie!d Airpark and Resort Complex' is environmentally 
acceptable. In 1·eaching this conclusion, the Environmental Protection 
Authority has identified the main environmental issues as: 

• noise associated with the use of aircraft at the proposed site; 
• impact of airpark on adjacent land uses and land values; 
• hnpact on existing wetlands; 
• sewage management; and 
• water supply. 

Accordingly, the Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the 
proposal could proceed subject to the proponent's commitments listed in 
Appendix 4 (Recommended Environmental Conditions are listed in Section 5) 
and the Authority's recommendations. 

Impact of ncnse on -:Hli~ .... P.nt landowners .._._.;..._ __ .._.., 

Issue: 

The issue of noise was raised as the primary environmental issue of concern to the Authority 
during its original assessment of the Murrayfield Airpark in July 1992 (EPA Bulletin 639). This 
issue still remalns as the principle issue of concern to the Authority, The majority of 
submissions opposed to the airpark also expressed this concern, and many claimed that noise 
associated with the airpark would be unacceptabk, despite the further work undertaken by the 
proponent to address this issue in the revised Airpark proposaL 

In general, submissions which raised this issue expressed the view that land was purchased by 
residents in the area to live a quiet lifestyle. Development of the airpark was therefore 
considered to he contrary ro the expectations of peopie purchasing properties in the area, and 
concerns were expressed that the airpark would destroy the existing atmo,;phcre/pcacc/ 
tranquillity/serenity that initially attracted people to the area. · · 

Concern was also expressed in several submissions that the proposed ANEF contours quoted 
within the CER document are unreliable, unrealistic, unsuitable and inaccurate. Fmther details 
regarding concerns expressed in submissions are included within Appendix 2. 

Proponent's response: 

In anticipation of these concerns, during the preparation of the CER document, the proponent 
iiaised. ciosciy with officers of the A.uthority in an attempt to identify suitable noise managen1ent 
options. As a result of this liaison, the CER document includes a number of commitments 
undertaken by the proponent to address the potential impact of noise on adjacent landowners. 
These commitments include: 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

operation of a policy of 'priority use' of runways to reduce noise levels experienced by 
nearby residents; 

an undertaking to conduct aircraft engine tests between 7am and 6pm within a purpose built 
enclosure: - -

restricting flying circuit training aircraft movements to between 7am and lOpm; 

ensuring that Jess than 1% of all tak.e-offs occur bet\veen 1 Opn1 and 7am; 

a requircn1ent that runway 27 nul bu used for takeoffs except for einergencles, when the 
other runway is unavailable; 
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• requiring that flying training circuits turning to the west following take-off from runway 05 
be reviewed by RAC upon request of the EPA; 

• negotiation by the Royal Aero Club of W A to purchase residential properties potentially 
affected by aircraft noise (i.e. which cannot comply with prescribed noise levels) when/if 
the current land owners wish to sell; 

• noise emissions to be managed so that noise levels measured at any residence, where 
occupiers have not indicated that higher noise levels are acceptable, do not exceed an 
average of 60 dB (A) Ldn and, for aircraft used for training purposes, 65 dB(A) maximum; 

• the installation and maintenance of a noise monitoring system in the Nambeelup area (west 
of the Airpark) which would provide statistical data which records LDN levels, and noise 
which exceeds 65 dB La (slow) for more than 15 seconds; and 

• the formation of an advisory community group to include residents and land owners of the 
Nambeelup-Murrayfield p1:ecinct, to monitor-community attitudes and expectations with 
regard to the A...irpark. 

No additional commitments were made by the proponent following review of issues raised in 
submissions. 

EPA's evaluation: 

The Authority acknowledges the proponent's efforts to effectively manage noise associated 
with the airpark operations through the implementation of these commitments. 

In assessing the polenlial irnpact of noise, the /i~uthority took into consideration the above 
commitments, and compiled a report entitled 'Basis for Aircraft Noise Assessment', included 
in Appendix 5. This report was prepared as part of the assessment of this proposal, and 
recognises the limitations of the traditionally adopted ANEF modeL Further, it draws on 
alternative approaches to noise control based on maximum acceptable levels for each aircraft 
rnovernent, together with a maximum average level which serves to control the total number of 
aircraft movements which may occur, and the noise impact they may have. 

Following consideration of these commitments, the Authority has concluded that potential noise 
generated from the airpark operations is acceptable, provided the Authority's noise limitations 
are mel and a detailed Noise Monitoring Programme is effectively implemented to the 
requlrernents of the A.uthority. The J\.uthority notes that the land usc adjacent and to the \:vest of 
lhe A1rpark rs a kennel estate which has been shown to generate noise itself as a result of the 
dogs which reside there. 

The Authority has concluded that the proposal as described is environmentally acceptable, 
subject to the following recommendations. 

Recommendation 2 

rfhe Environmental Protection Authority reeonunends that the nt~nnnnent 
manage noise emissions from the airpark to ensure that noise lev~l~- ~t -~ny 
residential premises in occupation by an occupier who has not, in writing, 
indicated that highe1· noise levels are acceptable, do not exceed: 

• an average of 60 dB (A) Ldn (this average noise constraint will limit the 
number of aircraft movements); and 

• for aircraft used for training purposes, 65 dB (A) maximum (this maximum 
noise !eve! will limit the noise level -- and hence the aircraft size - for 
individual aircraft movements. 

The index Ldn is called Day-Night Average Sound Level, which is an energy weighted 
integrated noise level, averaged over a twenty-four hour period and which incorporates 
"penalties" for the increasing subjective annoyance that people may experience at different times 
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of the day. For instance, aircraft flying at noon, with all the attendant ambient noise will be 
subjectively less intrusive than the same aircraft flying in the quiet of the evening or night. 
Therefore, in calculating the "average" noise level (Lctn ) emissions measured for aircraft 
operating at night have a penalty of 10 dB (A) added to it (i.e. an aircraft measured at 50 dB (A) 
at night is considered to have 60 dB (A)'s worth of annoyance). 

The Authority considers that a Lct11 , when applied in conjunction with a maximum permissablc 
noise level at any time of 65 dB (A) at adjacent residential properties, will ensure that acceptable 
noise levels are achieved. 

Following consideration of the proponents commitments (Appendix 4) and pnblic concern 
regarding excessive noise, the Authority recommends that the Authority's above noise 
limitations be met and that a detailed Noise Monitoring Programme be effectively implemented. 

Recommendation 3 
Th~ Environmcnt9-l D ... n.to..-.H.n.n A .. th.n.r;hr ro,..co.rnrn.onTI"' fhgf thn nrnnnnt:>nf 
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prepare a Noise Monitoring Programme to the requirements of the Authority. 
This programme should include but not necessarily be limited to the following 
details: 

• restrictions of use of both proposed runways by aircraft involved in circuit 
training flying and standard flying operations; 

• the installation, operation, and maintenance of the proposed noise 
monitoring station in the Nambee]up Park area; 

• the proposed reporting mechanisms to the Environmental Protection 
Authority by the Royal Aero Club in the event that recorded noise levels 
exceed specified noise limits as recorded at the above mentioned monitoring 
station at Nambeelup Park; and 

• reporting mechanisms by the Royal Aero Club to the Environmental 
Protection Authority in the event that noise emissions from t.he Airpark 
exceed specified noise limits at any t·esidential premises in the vicinity of 
the Airpark. 

5.L I:rnpact on adjacent land uses and land vaiues 
Issue: 

The view was expressed in several submissions that construction of the proposed airpark 
would depreciate the existing land values adjacent to the site. and that to ensure an effective 
noise buffer, the proponent should purchase all adjacent properties. It was also suggested that 
the Airpark would _impact on existing land uses of areas adjacent to the development site. More 
detail regarding these concerns is included within Appendix 2. 

Proponent '.s response: 

In response to issues raised in public submissions. the proponent has expressed the view that 
the proposed airpark will be likely to in fact improve the value of land adjacent to the airpark. 
The proponent has also reiterated a commitment to purchase properties as they become available 
on the market to establish a noise buffer adjacent to Nambeelup Estate. 

E'PA ',y evaluation: 

Land adjacent to the Murrayfield site is predominantly zoned 'rural'. A 'Special Use Zone
Kennels' also exists to the west of the site as indicated in Figure 2. In order to proceed with this 
proposal, the local Shire of Murray Town Planning Scheme would have to be amended to 
rezone the airpark site from 'Rural' to 'Special Use Zone- Airpark'. The Authority has been 
advised that this rezoning process has been 'frozen', pending the outcome of the Authority's 
environmental impact assessment of the airpark. The Department of Planning and Urban 
Development has advised the Authority that it is awaiting updated rezoning documents from the 
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Shire of Murray before providing specific advice on the acceptability of the proposal in a 
regional planning context. 

The Authority also notes that when the revised CER was released in August 1993, a claim was 
made in the 'Introduction' section that the proposal is in accordance with proposed planning 
and development in the vicinity of the site. This statement was considered by the Authority to 
be inaccurate and misleading to members of the public reading the CER and the proponent was 
subsequently requested to amend the CER document accordingly and to forward the 
amendment to all individuals and organisations who had received a copy of the CER document 

The Authority considers that environmental approval of this proposal has implications for the 
planning approval process since the Town Planning and Development Act, rather than the 
Environmental Protection Act provides mechanisms to ensure that adequate separation distances 
are maintained, to prevent incompatible developments occurring too close together. 

In the case of rezoning required to the Shire of rv1urray Town Planning Schen1e in order to 
allow for the Murray field proposal to proceed, the Authority considers that the Shire of Murray 
should ensure that an appropriate zoning is maintained adjacent to the proposed airpark, to 
tninirnise the potential for long tenn land use cunl1icl. Any approvt!d Town Piannin2 
Scheme amendment should ensure that mechanisms are -in place to ensure thai 
incompatible land uses are not established in areas where it is known that 
acceptable noise levels are likely to be exceeded through normal operations 
associated with the airpark. 

3.3 Impact on wetlands 
Issue: 

The Authority notes that the proposed airpark is located on low lying land, which includes a 
number of wetlands and ephemeral stream courses. The construction of the airpark would 
impact on these existing vvetland ecosystems. 

Proponents response: 

The proponent has undertaken commitments to address the following issues : 

• 

• 

• 

• 

the preparation of a nutrient and irrigation progrmnrne prior to construction of the golf 
cuutse and teso1t to ruanage fertillseJ use and irrigalitm techniq_ues to ensure adjacent 
wetland habitats arc not adversely affected by nutrient applications associaled with 
n1anagement of the golf course~ to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection 
Authority and the Waterways Commission; 

the design and in1plen1entation of a n1onitorlng progran1n1c of groundwater levels and 
wetland water levels in vicinity of proposal following construction of the airpark, in 
consultation with the Water Authority of vVestern Australia, to the satisfaction of the 
Environmental Protection Authority; 

the maintenance of the functions of all existing wetiands proposed to be retained on site, to 
the requirements of the Environmental Protection Authority during construction and 
operation of the resort; and 

maintenance of remnant vegetation on site wherever possible and an undertaking to replant 
cleared areas with indigenous trees and shrubs following construction. 

EPA's evaluation.~ 

The Authority considers thai commitments undertaken by the proponent in reiation to this issue 
are adeqnate to address potential environmental concerns. 
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3.4 Sewage management 
Issue: 

The Airpark proposal is located within the catchment of the Serpentine River, which flows into 
the Peel Inlet via Lake Goegrup. As the proposal is located within the Peel Harvey catchment, 
all development should be consistent with principles set down in the 'Statement of Planning 
Policy No. 2' Peel Harvey Coastal Plain Catchment (Department of Planning and Urban 
Development). This includes appropriate disposal of effluent. 

Proponent's response: 

The proponent has undertaken a commitment to install and operate a sewage treatment plant, to 
the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority and the IIealth Department, following 
construction of the airpark. 

EPA 's evaluation: 

The proposed sewage plant will require a Works Approval license and Licence from the 
Authority, in accordance with Part V of the Environmental Protection Act. The environmental 
performance of the plant will also need to comply and meet conditions set under these 
approvals. 

The CER also makes reference to the fact that treated effluent may be used to irrigate 
recreational and landscaped areas. This reticulation may result in increased nitrate levels in the 
groundwater which may pose a public health risk to people using the groundwater in the nearby 
Nambeelup Park development. The Authority therefore considers that if this option is pursued 
the nitrate levels in groundwater below the airpark site would need to be carefully monitored 
and results included in the proposed Nutrient and Irrigation Monitoring Programme as 
discussed in Section 3.3 of this assessment report. 

3.5 Water suppiy 
Issue: 

The Water Authority of Western Australia's SLrbmission on the Murrayfield raises the issue of 
potable water supply. A potable water supply would need to be identified to allow the 
development to proceed. 

In the response to issues raised in public submissions, the proponent states that it is aware that 
a groundwater license is required fron1 the VI atcr Authority of \Vestern Australia before any 
production wells are drilled. Accordingly, the proponent has undertaken an additional 
commitment to liaise with the Water Authority regarding a groundwater well license prior to 
construction of the airpark. 

EPA 's evaluation: 

The Authority considers that the above issue has been adequately addressed. 

4. Conclusion 
The Environmental Protection Authority concludes that the proposal is environmentally 
acceptable provided Lhe proponent's cornrnitrnenis and the recornrnendations of this report are 
implemented. 

The Authority has established an implementation and auditing system which requires the 
proponent to advise the Authority on how it would meet the requirements of the environmental 
conditions and commitments of the project. The proponent would be required to develop a 
Progress and Compliance report for this project as a section of the recommended audit 
programmes. 
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The Authority's experience is that it is common for details of the proposal to alter through the 
detailed design and construction phase. In many cases alterations are not environmentally 
significant or have positive effects on the environmental performance of the project. The 
Authority believes that such non-substantial changes, and especially those which improve the 
environmental performance and protection, should be provided for. 

The Authority believes that any approval for the proposal based on this assessment should be 
limited to five years. Accordingly, if the proposal has not heen substantially corrnnenced within 
five years of the date of this report, then such approval should lapse. After that time, further 
consideration of the proposal should occur only following a new referral to the Authority. 

5. Recommended environmental conditions 
Based on the assessment of this proposal and recommendations in this report, the 
Environmental Protection Authority considers that the following Recommended Environmental 
Conditions are appropriate. · 

1 Proponent Commitments 
The proponent has made a number of environmental management commitments in order 
lo protect the environment. 

1-l In implementing the proposal, the proponent shall fulfil the commitments (which are not 
inconsistent with the conditions or procedures contained in this statement) made in the 
Public Environmental Review and in response to issues raised following public 
subn1issions. These con1n1jtn1ents are consolidated in Bnvironn1ental Protection i• .. uthority 
Bulletin 713 as Appendix 4. (A copy of the commitments is attached.) 

2 Implementation 
Changes to the proposal which are not substantial may be carried out with the approval of 
the Minister for the Environment. 

2-1 Subject to these conditions, the manner of detailed implementation of the proposal shall 
conform in substance with that set out in any designs, specifications, plans or other 
technical material submitted by the proponent to the Environmental Protection Authority 
with the proposal. Where, in the course of that detailed implementation, the proponent 
seeks to change those designs, specifications, plans or other technical material in any v;ay 
that the Minister for the Envirmuncnt dcten11ines on the advice of the Environmental 
Protection Authority, is not substantiai, those changes may be effected. 

3 Proponent 
These conditions legally apply to the nominated proponent. 

3-l No transfer of ownership, control or management of the project which would give rise to 
a need for the replacement of the proponent shall take place until the Minister for the 
Environment has advised the proponent that approval has been given for the nomination 
of a replacement proponent. Any request for the exercise of that power of the Minister 
sha!l he accornpanied by a copy of this staten1ent endorsed \Vith an undertak~ng by the 
proposed replacement proponent to carry out the project in accordance with the conditions 
and procedures set out in the statement. 

4 Noise management 
4-1 The proponent shall prepare ensure that noise emissions from the airpark are effectively 

monitored and managed. 
4-2 Prior to usc of the new airpark, to meet the requirements of 4-1, the proponent shall 

prepare a 'Noise Monitoring Programme' to the requirements of the Environmentai 
Protection Authority. This programme shall include but not necessarily be limited to the 
following details: 
• restrictions of use of both proposed runways by aircraft invoived in circuit training 

flying and standard -flying operations; 



• the installation, operation and maintenance of the proposed noise monitoring station in 
the Nambeelup Park area; 

• the proposed reporting mechanisms to the Environmental Protection Authority by the 
Royal Aero Club in the event that recorded noise levels exceed specified noise limits 
as recorded at the above mentioned monitoring station at N ambeelup Park; 

• reporting mechanisms by the Royal Aero Club to the Environmental Protection 
Authority in the event that noise emissions from the airpark exceed specified noise 
limits at any residential premises in the vicinity of the airpark; and 

• Royal Aero Club response in the event of excessive noise. 

4-3 The proponent shall ensure noise emissions from the airpark activities do not cause noise 
levels at any residential premises in occupation by an occupier who has not, in writing, 
indicated that higher noise levels are acceptable, to exceed an average of 60 dB (A) Lctn 
,_,..,,1 f'r,,... ,_,; ... , ..... ~fi lH'"''1 f'n,• Jr•>~n;nn ,..,,.,..,....."''"''' ;;.::;: riD (A\ • ...-.nv;rv..,..-.-,. 
U..UU- .l\_H <.-U~\..'~U.l~ 1.-1<)'-'U. l\_ll UU.lU.lUb .1:-'U.l.l:-'Vc"JVc"J, VJ UL.> \1"1} lllU.Alll.lUlll. 

5 Time Limit on App•·oval 

The environmental approval for the proposal is limited. 

5-l If the proponent has not substantially commenced the project within five years of the date 
OfthJ'C st•Jte•nPnt then thP "PD''0\f'll In ,·nlplerrJen"he nroposa' 'l~' ,.,.,..,ntorl ;n 'hi'" S'"tement ~ ~ u ~.::.. .< ....- , u__ u '-' '-• l ~ • Q., ~'--' .L~ ~ .1. f-' • .L ~ J 6.L U. VU- .L ,l U ~ LU .l.l 1 

shall lapse and be void. The Minister for the Environment shall determine any question as 
to whether the project has been substantially commenced. 

Any application to extend the period of five years referred to in this condition shall be 
made before the expiration of that period, to the Minister for the Environment by way of a 
request for a change in the condition under Section 46 of the Environmental Protection 
Act. (On expiration of the five-year period, further consideration of the proposal can only 
occur following a new referral to the Environmental Protection Authority.) 

6 Compliance Auditing 

In order to ensure that environmental conditions and cornrnilnlcnts are Inet, an audit 
system is required. 

6-1 The proponent shall prepare periodic "Progress and Compliance Reports", to help verify 
the environmental performance of this project, in consultation with the Environmental 
Protection Authority. 

Procedure 

The Environmental Protection Authority is responsible for verifying comn!imtcc with the 
conditions contained in this statement,- with the exception of conditions' stating that the 
proponent shall meet the requirements of either the Minister for the Environment or any 
other government agency. 

If the Environmental Protection Authority, other government agency or proponent is in 
dispute concerning compliance with the conditions contained in this statement, that 
dispute will be determined by the Minister for the Environment. 

6. References 
Alan Tingay and Associates (on behalf of) Royal Aero Club of Western Australia and 

Hawkview Holdings Pty. Ltd (1991) 'Murrayfield Airpark and Resort Complex -
Corrsult.ativc Environn1cntal Review' Report T'..Jo. 91/17. 

Alan Tingay and il),_ssociates (on behalf of) Royal Aero CJub of \Vcstcrn Australia and 
Hawkview Holdings Pty. Ltd ( 1993) 'Revised lv1urrayfield Airpark and Resort Complex -
Consultative Environmental Review'. 

Environn1cntal Protection Authority ( 1992) l\1urrayficld airpark and resort complex. Report and 
Recommendations or the Rnvironn1cntal Protection Authority (Bulletin 639). 
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Appendix 1 

List of individuals and organisations who forwarded a submission 
during public review of the Consultative Environmental Review 

document 



• G Green and L Cameron 
• H W and R S Scott 
• Mr G Rogers 
• M and J P Capotorto 
• Mr J A Snare 
• Mr JW Crabb 
• S and S Gibson 
o P N and L J Wirth 
• Ms M Spratt 
• B Thompson 
• E J and J R Koerting 
• K and A Fliegener 
• iV[r R Buckeridge 
• H W and Y M Scott 
o J A Long 
o K J Clatworthy 
• Ms A Carter 
• N C Selsmark 
o Mr T Esze 
• M Devantier and J Newburv 
oM R Cloke -
• Mr T Elliott 
• M J Elliott 
• _K Pritchard 
• B Crawford 
oR Crawford 
o Ms R Crawford 
o Mr R S Crawford 
·I~ Yost 
• D A Yost 
• W and F M Scantteburv 
o HE Ward . 
• Mr B Davis 
(plus 3 other individual submissions) ) 

• Wandalup Farms 
• J andakot ·special Rural Asociation 
• Residents of Lot 89 Nambeelup Road 
• Residents of Lot 88 N ambeeluiJ Road 
.; 1 petition frmn the general farnling community surrounding the Murraytleld ,A.irpark site 
• 2 petitions ±rom residents of Parkland Estate 
• l petition letter from residents of Riverhmds Estate 
• 1 petition letter from residents of Mandurah 

o Shire of Murray 
o City of Mandurah 
• Waterways Commission (Peel Inlet Management Authority) 
• Water Authority of Western Australia 
• Department of Planning and Urban Development 
"' Hor:neswest 
• Health Department of Western Australia 



Appendix 2 

Issues raised by public submissions and the Environmental 
Protection Authority following public review of the Consultative 

Environmental Review document 



MURRAYFIELD AIRPARK DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 
CONSULTATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 
ISSUES RAISED IN PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS 

The pLlblic submission period for the Consultative Environmental Review (CER) 
Murrayfield Airpark development proposal commenced on 27 July 1993 for a period of 
four weeks, ending on 20 August 1993. 

52 submissions were received by the Authority. These included : 

• 21 standard form letters expressing support for the proposal; 
• 17 individual letters ( 14 opposed; 3 supportive -claim that the proposed development 
would be of benellt to Mandurah /Murray disuicts) 
• 7 petition letters ( with a total of 125 signatories opposing the proposed development) 
• Submissions from the following State Government and local authorities : 

• Homeswest 
• Citv of Mandurah 
• shire of Murray 
• Health Department 
• Water Authority of Western Australia 
• Waterways Commission (Peel Inlet Management Authority) 
• Department of Planning and Urban Development 

In summary, the following issues were raised in submissions received by members of the 
public : 

The majority of submissions opposed to the Airpark expressed the view that noise 
associated with the Airpark would be unacceptable. Several submissions expressed the 
view that land was purchased by residents in the area to live a quiet lifestyle. 
Development of the Airpark would be contrary to the expecmtions of people purchasing 
properties in the area, and concerns were expressed that the Airpark would destroy the 
existing atmosphere /peace I trJ.nquilllty I serenity that iniLially attracted people to the 
area, and affect the quality of life. lt was feared the area would become a 'noisy 
playground for student pilots', which would also ailect silift workers living in the area, 
making their jobs n1ore dangerous due to interrupted skcp. 

1t was claimed in several submissions that the proposed ANEF contours quoted within 
the CER document are unreliable, unrealistic, unsuitable and inaccurate. It was claimed 
the contours are based on information that is misleading and selective, as the ANEF 
contours could change with small variations in t1ight paths, pilot operating procedures 
and n1eteorological conditions. It was claimed that in docu.rnented repons such as the 
'Australian Community report of the House of Representatives Select Committee of 
Aircraft Noise' (September 1985), it had been acknowledged that noise contours did not 
accurately represent the actual noise exposure as measured on the ground, as they were 
based on a single aircraft movements, not multiple movements as proposed at 
Murrayfield. This, it was claimed, makes the proposed use of ANEF contours 
meaninglesso Further; the z"\_NFF contour -;,vas tnrended to be 3_ plot of 'estjmated1 noise 
exoosure on forecast aircraft n1oven1ents. It was not intended to be used as a guide for the 
potential siting of airports, as stated in the CER, and was overly simphfiecL ._ 



Land values 

Several submissions expressed the view that construction of the Airpark at the proposed 
site would depreciate the existing land values in proximity to the Airpark, or else make 
future sale of these properties impossible. The CER document made reference to buffer 
zones, and several submissions expressed the view that if these were to be effective, the 
proponent should buy out adjacent properties to effectively create a buffer zone. It was 
claimed that existing land owners would aiso be prevented from developing their land due 
to creation of a buffer zone. It would force out existing adjacent residents. Other 
submissions expressed the view that the proposed buffer zones ignore the people already 
living within the 5 k_m zone, and particularly at the north east boundary of the airport. 

It was claimed in one subrrtission that reference to a buffer area was not valid as the S:bjre 
of Murray had not issued a statement documenting that this is planning policy for the 
area. It was claimed that neither the proponent nor the Shire should be allowed to use 
someone else's land to provide a buffer zone without their permission. This land is 
already in private ownership, and was not purchased with this land use in mind. 

Another submission claimed that the proposed buffer described in the CER is misleading 
as the siting of the proposed runways extended from start to finish at the property 
boundaries of the land owned by the RAC. 

l antl Use 

Several submissions claimed that the proposed buffer zone associated with development 
would restrict the usc of a designated 'kennel zone' (under Shire of 1-1urray TPS). This 
zone is currently the only one between Perth, Southern River kennel zone and the 
southern coast, and may lead to loss of income from existing kennel operations. It was 
also suggested that claims made in the CER that the N ambee!up Park kennel zone has 
recentlv established ~lre untrue o.nd nlisleadin:z. Tftis Park was established in 1989. At that 
time there was only a rural airstrip, not a proposed airpark. 

The view rbat the proposal is in accordance with existing and proposed plans for land use 
in the area as c.laimed within the CER was claimed to be incorrect and misleading. 
Reference to the fact that the Airpark vvould be built in an area designated fer '-Public 
Utilitv' in Lhc SV,/ Corridor is also 111isleading, as this area is desiznated for service 
facilities such as sewerage and electri_citv. not· airnorts. Also land surroundin2: the 
rroposed Airpark is prese;tly marked as :p~~sible Future Urban'. ~ 

One submission claimed that the effect of smells and animal noises at feeding times 
emanating from the existing piggery located near the Airpark would have an rwacc"l:,ptable 
lrnpact on users of facilities associated with the Airpark, such as the golf course and 
proposed resort area. This issue may force the relocation of an already existing land usc, 
which would be unfair. · -

Alternative sites 

Several submissions expressed the view that the CER failed to adequately address the 
options for alternative site locations, i.e. it failed to consider that fact that homes are 
already located in the area, built without the expectation of a future airpark in close 
proximity. Submissions clairned that the proposal should be located .l.n an area before 
homes are built. so resrdents know what to expect. The example of a new airfield at 
W anneroo was quoted as a good example of a well planned airport. 



It was claimed in several submissions that information presented within the CER is 
inconsistent from page to page, making intentions unclear, for example in Section 2.5.2 
of the CER relating to the intended use of runway 09/27. Parts of the CER state that the 
runway is proposed to be used for 'emergencies only' (p. 3), others that it will be used 
for 12 % of operations (p. 7), other parts that it will not be used for takeoffs (p. ll ). 
Concern was also exmessed that there would also be no wav of monitoring plane heights 
and ±1ight paths one~ the Airfield was established, to mak~ them comply ~,~ith prop~sed 
standards. One submission claimed that compliance by pilots to the 'Civil Aviation 
Authority Codes of Conduct' to help control excessive noise emissions, as stated within 
the CER was umealistic. 

It was claimed that proposed night flying was presented in a confused manner., i.e 
commitment 13 states that 'no aircraft involved in circuit training will take off or land at 
Murrayfield between 10 pm and 7 am'. Commitment 15 states that 'less than 1 %of take 
offs will occur between 10 pm and 7 am'. Which is correct '' 

Several submissions claimed thallhe proposed re-siling of the runway would not make 
any difference to potential noise impacts~ originally identified in the EPATs assessrnent 
report of July 1992 (Bulletin 639). It was claimed that tests undertaken and documented 
in the revised 1993 CER are misleading as these were done during strong s/w winds, 
which would carry the noise away. Further, no simulations were done on twin engine 
aircraft, which are significantly louder and may possibly be used at the site. Noisy planes 
such as 1Tigermoths' and 1Chipmonks' may also be used, which when continuously 
taking off and landing (for example in a training situation), would be disruptive and 
exceed noise standards quoted. Also it was claimed that simulations were undertaken 
during test f1ights by an experienced pilot. High intensity flight training for learner pilots 
is likely to be loud, as they could not be expected to have much control of the aircraft, 
and arc likely to be louder than the simulated tests quoted within the CER document. 
Further, it is likely that general aviation aircraft (up to 57 000 Kg) would not have to 
comply with any noise standards (as per ex1sting Jandakot Master Pian, 1986). 

One submission claims that the proposed Airpark would have an unacceptable noise 
impact on the existing piggery operations adjacent to the site. The submission quoted 
documented sources, stating that noise associated \Vilh aircraft \Vcmld upset plg behaviour 
and productivity. Anocher submission claimed that cattle would aJso be distressed, 
causing harm and darnage to rhernselves as well as sun·ounding property. 

Another submission claimed that R.A.C commitments included within the CER to liaise 
with members of the local community about potential noise issues and management have 
been non-existent to date. Further, previous relations between the RAC and public over 
noise associated with Jandakot Airport have been unsatisfactory and unco-operative. 
Hence, there was no reason to believe that funher negotiations with the RAC would be 
satisfactory or improve if this proposal vvere to proceed, and therefore enforcernent of 
commitments in relation to noise control would be extremely difficult. Also if non
compliance did become a significant problem, it was claimed that there is nothing in place 
to correct the situation other than a promise. 

Pollution 

Several subroissions expressed the vicvv· thaLlead levels, known to be higher in aviation 
fuel than nmmal vehicle fueL would have a detri_mcntal effect on nearby residents living 
under the t1ight paths of planes. 

Concern was a1so expressed that proposed activities may affect TV a..Tld radio reception. 



Impact on wetlands and groundwater 

One submission claimed that the proposed development would have an unacceptable 
impact on groundwater in the vicinity, and wetland areas nearby. 

Some submissions claimed that development of the Airpark would make the future use of 
Lakes Road unsafe due to low t1ying aircraft, and also increase the risk of accidents. 

Restriction on size of aircraft 

Nu reference vvas made in the CER document regarding restrictions of sL~e of aircraft 
proposed to use Airpark. This was considered vital if associated issues such as noise are 
to be effectively controlled. 

Public Consultation 

Several submissions claimed that the RAC had not attempted to discuss proposal with 
local residents adequately, as claimed in the CER. 

CER documentation inaccurate 

The point was raised that the claim in paragraph 6 (page I) of the CER that the proposed 
Airpark was 'in accordance with proposed planning and development within the south
\Vest corridor' is untrue and blatantly misleading. During the public submission period, 
the EPA requested the RAC to reword this paragraph, yet many people who received the 
CER document did not receive advice of this amendment. 

The CER document stated that the existing runway had been used since 1980 for 
commercial and private aircraft. Several submissions claim that this statement was not 
true. This airstrip was planned to be used as ancillary rural use, not for commercial 
purposes. The proposed use would therefore be a 'new' use 

It v/as aJso clain1ed that the CER '.va;; ambiguou~;, for example, the CER stated that use of 
runway (09/27) •;vould be restricted to emergency use.Ot.hcr parts of the CER stated that. it. 
would be used 12% of the time. Which is true? Claims included within the CER that the 
airpark could be used by the Royal Flying Doctor were questioned as patients in the area 
would be transported by conventional ambulance, not plane. 

Finally, it was claimed that meteorological records refened to in the CER are inaccurate, 
as details were taken from Mandurah. The proposed site is 12 kms inland, and therefore 
subject to different wind regimes. 



Appendix 3 

Proponent's response to issues raised by the Environmental 
Protection Authority and in public submissions 
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27th September.. 1993 

The Chairman 
Environmental Protection Authority 
8th Floor Westraiia Square 
141 St. Georges Terrace 
.l'IiRJ'H W A 6000 

Dear Ms. Bunbury, 

41 EAGLE DniVE. 

JANDAKOT, WA 6164 

Enclosed please i1nd responses to 1ssues raised m the Public Submissions to our 
Murrayfield Airpark C.E.R. 

We look forward to a favourable conclusion so that this very worthwhile project may 
proceed. 

Yours taithfUHy 

JOHN DOUGLAS 
G_EN_ERAL_.M/\Nj\GJ;:R 



MURRA YFIELD AIRPARK 

CONSULTATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 

KESYuNSES TO ISSUES RAISED IN PUBLIC 
SUHMISSIONS 

ALAN TINGAY & ASSOCIATES 

SEPTEMBER 1993 



Alan Tin gay & Associates 

1. NOISE 

1.1 Unacceptable Noise 

Modelling performed by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) together with monitoring 
by an officer an the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) has indicated that the 
levels of sound from operations at the airpark will meet the wide range of standards 
and criteria quoted in the revised CER. These criteria include those proposed by the 
EPA for future environmental assessments regarding acoustic emissions. The criteria 
used by the EPA take into account the levels of background noise in the area that 
could potentially be atrected by a proposal. As a result of conformance to the criteria 
the proponent considers that noise associated with the airpark wiH be of an acceptable 
level. 

Australian Noise Emissions Forecast (ANEF) contours are used to predict the 
potential affects of an operating aerodrome on areas adjacent and the ANEF contours 
are based on the forecast movements in 5 to 1 0 years time of both single and twin 
engine aircraft. As with any predictive tool they are indicative rather than definitive. It 
is this factor together with concerns regarding ANEF contours voiced by the EPA that 
lead to the proponent inviting an officer of the EPA to measure the amount of noise 
that would be generated from use of the aerodrome mnways. Noise recordings were 
made on the ground at a location within an adjacent property where the highest !eve! 
of noise would be expected. As previously discussed these measurements indicate that 
the operation of the new mnway will conform to EPA standards that pertain to noise. 

1.2 Proposed Restrictions of Use of Runway 09/27 

The CER document on Page 3 states that a noise 1nanagcmcnt and abatement program 
-wiH include the Iestriction of the use of the existing run•0.ray 09/27. The use of this 
runway will not be fully restricted as is discussed in more detail later in the CER. On 
Page 7 of the CER the text reads, "analysis of the meteorological records indicates that 
the primary mnway (05/23) will be used for 81% of the operations and the secondary 
mnway (09/27) for 12% of operations". This sentence means that for 81% of the time 
weather conditions will allow the use of runway 05/23 to the exclusion of runway 
09/27. Similarly the usc of 05/23 will be prevented by prevailing weather conditions 
for only 12% of the time and during this time runway 09/27 will be used. 

On page 11 of the revised CER, commitment No. 14 describes how nmway 27 will not 
be used for take-offs except where such take-offs are associated with the provision of 
emergency services. In considering the above it should be noted that the designation 
27 and the designation 09 in mnway 09/27 represent the different ends of the same 
runway. The \Vesteriy (27) end of nmway 09/27 has the flight path on take-off over 
the south end of 1'Jambcclup Kennel Estate. Consequently, the proponent has 
committed to limiting take-offs from the 27 end of this runway to emergency services 
only. This commitment does not prevent planes from landing on the 27 runway, nor 
does it prevent take-offs from the 09 end of the mnway. 

It can be seen from the above that the proponent proposes that the use of runway 
09/27 be restricted in that it will only be used when necessary (12% of the time) and 
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that when it is in use no take-offs from the 27 end will occur unless required m an 
emergency. 

1.3 Control of Trainee Pilots 

The proponent disagrees that there would be no way of monitoring the heights of 
aircraft and flight paths, once the airfield was established. With the development will 
come a constant presence of professional flying instructors on the site. It is in the best 
interest of these professional instructors to ensure CAA standards and disciplined 
operations arc in accordance with the Aerodrome Operations ManuaL As a result the 
proponent believes that it is quite realistic to believe that the Civil Aviation Authority 
codes of conduct will be conformed to by operations at Murrayfield. 

1.4 Restrictions on Night Fiying 

Both commitment 13 and 15 are correct. Commitment 13 relates to flying circuit 
training only. The proponent has committed to ensuring that no aircraft involved in 
circuit training will operate from Murrayfield Airpark between lO.OOpm and 7 OOam 
on any day. In contrast, commitment l 5 relates to all take-offs and landings. In 
commitment 15 the proponent has further committed that less than 1% of all take-offs 
frmri:rvfurrayfield Airpark \vill be between lO.OOpm and 7.00a1n. 

1.5 Resiling of Runway 

The claim that the proposed resiling of the runway would not make any difference to 
potential noise impacts is refuted. The CER describes in full ho\v the resiting of the 
run\:vay Yvill impact on noise impacts. One of the principal concerns of the EP i\. 1-vas 
that some adjacent properties were within the 25 ANEF contour. Movement of the 
runway east ensures that this is now not the case. The EPA LBN standards have heen 
tested and met in on-site testing of operational aircraft. 

1.6 Conditions During Monitoring 

'The noise analysis undertaken and docurncntcd in the revised 1993 CER was done in 
conditions considered to be typical of that existing on the site. Winds were not 
considered to be excessively strong and in fact were about 15 knots from the south
west. 

1.7 Aircraft Type aud Noise 

It is not considered that the types of aircraft mentioned will produce noise exceeding 
those recorded in February 1993. A number of commitments relate to noise levels in 
the revised CER, that is, c01nmitments 18, 19, and 20. These state that noise levels are 
not to exceed 60dB LBN and 65dB LA slow maximum at any residential premises. 
The proponent is of the opinion that the twin engine, Tiger Moths, Chipmunk and 

-~------
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other aircraft expected to operate from the site on a regular basis will not exceed these 
criteria. 

1.8 Trainee Pilots and Noise 

The proponent considers that there is no basis for the conclusion that aircraft flown by 
student pilots are likely to be noisier than those flown by experienced pilots. Student 
pilots are accompanied by instructors until such time as they are experienced enough 
to confidently handle the aircraft they are flying. The noise produced by an aircraft is 
not directly related to the pilot under these circumstances. 

1.9 Aircraft Size 

It is not proposed that aviation aircraft up to 57,000kg would be used at Murrayfield. 
The runways have been designed so that they can only handle an aircraft up to 
5,700kg. The largest aircraft owned or operated by the RACWA currently is 1,930kg 
and this type of aircraft is expected to be typical of larger aircraft that will operate 
regularly from Murrayfield in the future Current development and design is such that 
future aircraft will be of lighter construction and make less noise than existing aircraft. 

1.10 Aerodrome Use and the Adjacent Pigge•·y 

Th~ nmnonent consirlers the! the nronosed airnark will not have an unaccentable noise ----r--r---------- ----- --- , , 1 , 

impact on the piggery adjacent to the site. It has found no documentation indicating 
that noise from the airpark would upset pig behaviour and productivity. Officers of the 
RAC\VA have noted that bufrer zones around aerodromes 'Norld vvide are used for 
agricultural purposes. In the EP.A~ assessment report of July 1992, it is stated that the 
Authority has found no evidence to substantiate that noise generated by the operation 
of the airpark would adversely affect the operation of the piggery 

1 1 ' .._. _._ l Public Liaison 

The proponent considers that sunicient effort has been made to liaise with the local 
community about potential noise issues and management. 

-· . . . 
1 !1e proponent tms n1t-uJe tne 

fo11owing efforts to liaise with the public: 

• Visited residents in the immediate vicinity prior to the preparation of the CER 
for the original proposal. 

• Produced a CER on the proposal, advertised it 1n the local paper, and 
responded to submissions on the document. 

~ Provided a revised CER_ on the proposal and mailed this to all respondents to 
+h= ;..,;.;,1 r'r:;'D 
l11"-' 11Hl1Ul '-'-'--'''-· 
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• Communicated with local journalists to ensure that the proposal is presented in 
local papers and radio. 

• Visited or attempted to visit most of the residents in the immediate area and a 
sample of residents within 3km of the airpark to seek their comment on the 
proposal. 

• Invited all those who are interested in the proposal to visit the operating 
aerodrome with the objective of providing more information to residents 
regarding the proposal. 

111e above 11a1son is conSidered to be a more than adequate programme. The 
proponent considers that it has a good relationship with the majority of the members of 
the general public particularly in the Nambeclup Park area adjacent to the proposed 
development. 

The proponent has made numerous commitments m the CER in addition to those 
presented in the original CER. It is expected that the Minister for the Environment will 
also attach Environmental Conditions to any approval for the development. These 
commitments and conditions are legally binding and enforceable by the Environmental 
Protection Act, 1986. 

2. POLLUTION 

r .ike automobiles, aircraft usc fuels contammg lead and thus their emissions will 
contain lead - AVGAS is a low lead fuel. The emissions produced by an aircraft are 
not considered to be excessive when the emissions produced by automobiles are 
considered. This is especially relevant \vhcn the proximity of the site to a 1najor 
regional road is considered. The altitude of aircraft Vv'hcn operating in the area (vvhich 
is a small percentage of total operating time) and the relatively strong winds above the 
ground will ensure that any emissions arc well dispersed. 

3. LAND VALUES 

The proponent considers that the proposal to construct an airpark in the area will 
appreciate the vaiue of land in the area rather than depreciate it. The lli\C has 
contmitted to obtaining properties in Nam_beelup Park for buffer purposes and as a 
consequence it has had an interest in the sale prices obtained for properties in the area 
over the last 36 months. The proponent has noted that a number of propcnies have 
been sold during this tirne for appreciably greater values than for which they were 
purchased. /\1! purchasers in the 1\:'"ambcclup Park area are required by the Shire of 
Murray to sign a statutory declaration stating that they have knowledge of the 
proposed adjacent airpark development. This suggests that properties are being soid 
for increased prices to people who are fully aware of the airpark proposal. 
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4. LANDUSE 

4.1 Planning and Land Zonings 

The land use planning of the area is the responsibility of the relevant planning 
authorities. The planning approvals process is considered to be the appropriate forum 
to consider land zonings in the area. 

4.2 Land Use within Adjacent Areas 

The proponent considers that there is no rationale fOr people to be removed fi~oin the 
area as a consequence of the development. It considers all landuses currently in the 
area to be compatible with the proposed operation of the airpark. 

4.3 Length of Runways 

The runways proposed for the airpark are fully within the property held by the 
proponent. What is more, they are wc11 inside the property boundaries. The proponent 
must conform to CAA obstacle clearance limitations and setbacks and this is retlectcd 
in the designs presented in the CER. 

4.5 Adjacent Kennel Area 

The proponent considers that the proposed development would not restrict in any way 
the designated kennel zone area and considers the area to be compatible with the 
operation of the airpark. 

4.6 Adjacent l'igget-y 

The proponent is aware that the piggery has potential to produce noise and odour. 
However, the decision to construct a resort complex in the proximity of the piggery is 
a commercial matter for the proponents and the proponents believe that such proximity 
would not restrict the operations of the airpark and resort or create any objection from 
guests. 

5. ALTERNATIVE SITES 

..,..,, · , r""R · 1 1 ·1 1· 1 1 1 r · b, 1 • • · 1 1 ne rev1seu ......,..t:. "'-- proviUcs octa11s regarumg tne :acK 01 v1a 1e atternat1vc Sites m t.1e 
area. One of the most important factors is that the airpark is currently within the 
boundaries of the designated training area for Jandakot Airport. 
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6. IMP ACT ON WETLANDS AND GROUNDWATER 

The proponent has made a number of commitments relating to the control of nutrients 
within the golf course site. These include fertiliser management, soil amendment, 
irrigation management, drainage management, and monitoring. The groundwater 
within the site will be monitored to determine any fluctuations in groundwater levels 
and nutrient concentrations. This monitoring will be designed to determine any change 
to these parameters and to consider the need for further management to prevent any 
adverse effects on wetlands within the property. 

7. SAFETY 

The proponent does not believe that the issue of safety with regard to Lakes Road 
should be an issue of concern. The safety record of the Australian Aviation Industry is 
by world standards outstanding. In Australia major roads are often found in close 
proximity to airpons as they are viewed as an effective use ofland within airport buffer 
zones. Examples of this include Perth Airport with the Eastern Bypass and Tonkin 
Highways, and Pearce Airport where the Great Northern Highway crosses toward the 
end of one of the runways. 

8. RESTRlCTlOt{ Of'{ TIIE SIZE OF AIRCRAFT 

As stated in the original CER for the proposal, the aerodrorne will provide general 
aviation facilities for light aircraft with a maximum take-off weight of up to 5700kg. 
The heaviest aircraft currently used at Jandakot by the proponent is 1930kg and it is 
considered that this will be typical of the type of aircraft that will be used at the 
J\1urrayficld site. 

9. PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

Refer to 1.11 

10. CER DOCUMENTATION INACCURATE 

10.1 South-\Vest Corridor De_velop;nent 

The proponent was under the impression at the time of writing of the revised CER that 
the airpark was in accordance with the proposed strategies for planning and 
development of the South-VI est Corridor. The proponent no;,v understands this has yet 
to be established. Accordingly the proponent has withdrawn this clairn and amended 
as many documents as possible in the time avaiiable. To the proponents knowledge the 
vast majority of the CER's were altered so as to remove this claim. It is accepted, 
however, that some people may have inadveriently received a CER document with the 
claim included. 
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10.2 Previous Use of Runways 

The proponent maintains that the exrstmg runway has been used since 1980 by 
commercial and private aircraft. The runway has been used for a number of years for 
pilot training and general aviation operations. 

10.3 Use of Aerodrome by Royal Flying Doctor 

The proponent considers that the airpark will be used as necessary by the Royal Flying 
Doctor Service and other government authorities. The Flying Doctor has used the 
facility recently as has the Department of Heaith for spraying of mosquitoes with 
regard to Ross River virus. In addition police services and CALM have used the 
airport. 

10.4 Applicability of Meteorological Records 

The meteorological records presented in the CER are consistent with those taken at a 
CAA Monitoring Station at Serpentine. The records also agree with CAA records 
taken at a tonnerly proposed airport site in Baldivis. Consequently, the proponent is 
confident that the meteorological records taken from Mandurah are directly applicable 
to the 1vfurrayfie1d site with IY1inor variation. 

11. GROUNDWATER 

11.1 Drinking Supply 

The proponent is aware that it \Vill be required to gain a licence under the Ri.g}lts in 
Water and lrriu-ation Act, (1914) before production wells can be drilled into the 
Leederville Formation. It is also aware that it is yet to fully evaluate the options 
available for the supply of potable water to the development. Consequently the 
proponent will be liaising with the Water Authority to ensure that an adequate supply 
of drinking water will be available to the development. 

i l '7 
.._.._.~ Nutrient lVIonitoring 

It is proposed that the nutrients in the groundwater beneath the site will be monitored 
as part of an ongoing groundwater and wetland management programme. The 
proponent will liaise with the Water Authority to ensure that the operation of the 
sewerage treatment facility does not compr01nise the current or potential uses of the 
groundwater in the area. 
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REVISED LIST OF COMMITMENTS 

Commitments represent the proponents solutions to potential environmental problems 
posed by the development. Essentially they are promises by the proponent regarding 
the way in which certain aspects of the proposal will be carried out. 

The RACW A and Hawkview Pty Ltd commit to carrying out the following 
commitments: 

General 

l. The proponents will ensure that all commitments and environmental conditions 
will be heeded and wherever necessary enforced by the lessees, management 
agencies and subcontractors involved in the construction and operation of the 
proposal. 

Pre-Construction 

2. The proponents will prepare a nutrient and irrigation management program 
prior to commencement of construction of the golf course and resort which 
will include the following: 

fertiliser management types of fertiliser used, frequency of application 
(based on soil and tissue testing), 

soil amendment details under fertilised and efiluent irrigated area, 

irrigation management (relating to the rational use of water for 
irrigation), 

dramage management, and 

monitoring and as a consequence of findings, changes in management 
activities. 

The above will be implemented during the operation of the airpark and resort 
to the satisfaction of the EPA and the Waterways Commission. 

The proponent v;ill liaise vvith the Vlatcr Authority of Western Australia to 
evaluate the supply of potable water to the development. 

Post Construction 

4. Design and carry out a monitoring program to monitor groundwater levels, 
water levels in selected wetlands, and water quality para1netcr during the 
resorts operation to the satisfaction of the EPA and W A W A 

5. Install and operate a sewage treatment plant that wil! remove phosphoms from 
sewage to a concentration of 2mg!L. The resulting effiucnt will be used for 



irrigation and solid waste will be disposed of off-site to the satisfaction of the 
EPA and the Health Department. 

6. Operate a policy of priority use of runways to reduce the level of noise 
experienced by residents to the satisfaction of the Shire of Murray. 

7. Perform any engine tests between the hours of 0700 and 1800 within a purpose 
build enclosure designed to reduce the noise generated to acceptahle levels 
with regard to nearby residents to the satisfaction of the Shire ofMurray. 

8. Store aviation fuel in above ground tanks which are fully bunded with a 
capacity in excess of the quantity of fuei stores, to the satisfaction of the 
Department ofMines. 

During Construction 

9. The proponents will, during construction and operation of the resort, maintain 
the existing functions of all wetlands that are to be retained on site. This will 
be achieved by preventing physical interference with or destruction of the 
wetlands, by nutrient management, and by not permitting any surface drainage 
or effiuents that originate from the aerodrome complex or resort discharging 
into any wetlands. This will be done to the satisfaction of the EPA. 

10. Maintain wherever possible, the remnant vegetation on the site and embark on 
a planting program in which indigenous trees and shmbs together with other 
nlants will he nlanterl thrmwhout the rl~>velonnwnt are.a This will he dnne tn r --· -- -- r--~---~--- -------u-- --~ ~-- ~---- r------- ------· ----- ··---- ------

the satisfaction of the EPA. 

11. Ensure that construction activities that have the potential to create 
unacceptable levels of noise at nearby residences -..viU only be carried out 
between 0700 and 1800 hours Monday through Saturday. This will be done to 
the satisfaction of the Shire ofMurray. 

12. Control dust during and after the construction phase should it be determined 
that dust levels are high enough to cause inconvenience to neighbouring 
residents. Dust control will principally be controlled by the use of water carts 
and will be done to the satisfaction of the Shire of Murray. 

13. Install structures such as interceptor pits and oil traps to prevent the spread of 
fuel that could be spilt from refuelling areas. This will be done to the 
satisfaction of the EPA. 

ADDITIONAL COMMITMENTS 

Noise Controi During Operation oi Aerodrome 

/lours of operation 

14. No aircraft involved in flying circuit training will land at, or take off from, 
Murrayfield Airpark between the hours of I O.OOpm and 7.00am on any day. 



15. Runway 2 7 wilt not be used for take offs except where such take offs are 
associated with the provision of emergency services such as Royal Flying 
Doctor Service or Police emergency flights and are made in weather conditions 
which preclude the use of other runways. 

16. The RACWA wilt ensure that less than 1% of takeoffs from the Murrayfield 
Airpark occur between lO.OOpm and 7.00am. The time base for the 
determination of this percentage will be any consecutive ninety days. 

Training Circuits 

17. Use of, and the impact caused by, flying training circuits where a turn to the 
west following a take off from runway 05 shall be reviewed by the RACW A 
following a request of the EPA. The Club anticipates such a request for review 
will only be made by the EPA where it has received, from residents of the 
Nambeelup area, sustainable complaints regarding noise emissions from 
aircraft. 

Planning Considerations 

18. The RACW A wilt negotiate to purchase all residential properties potentially 
effected (i.e. cannot co1nply with Commitments 18 and 19) by aircraft noise 
where the current owners wish to sell. 

Noise Levels 

19. Aircraft operations from Murrayfield Airpark will be managed by the RACWA 
such that noise emissions, as measured at any residential premises in 
occupation by any occupier \vho has not~ in \vriting, indicated that higher noise 
levels arc acceptable, do not exceed 60 dB LDN. 

20. Aircraft operations from Murrayfield Airpark wilt be managed by the RACWA 
such that noise emissions due to the operation of any aircraft being used for 
training purposes, as measured at any residential premises in occupation by an 
occupier who has not, in writing, indicated that higher noise levels arc 
acceptable, do not exceed 65 dB LA(,Iow) maximum. 

Jlrfonito;ing 

21. The RACW A will install, maintain in proper working order, and operate, a 
noise monitoring system which provides hourly statistical data, the data 
necessary to determine LD:t.J levels and the ability to record, on rnagnetic tape, 
those noise sources which exceed 65 dB LA (slow) for more than 15 seconds. 
This monitor will be established in the Nambeelup area at a residential premises 
acceptable to the owner of the premises, the RACW A and the EPA. 



Community Liaison 

22. The RACW A will form an advisory community group representative of 
residents and land owners in the Nambeelup-Murrayfield precinct to monitor 
community attitudes and expectations regarding operation of the aerodrome. 
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BASIS FOR AIRCRAFT NOISE ASSESSMENT 

Introduction 

Assessment of aircraft noise at airstrips and airports catering for light general aviation is based 
on the approach outlined in this document. The Environmental Protection Act provides for the 
control of noise emissions from equipment, including the power to make regulations. Aircraft 
are defined as equipment for the purposes of the Act. At this stage no regulations covering 
noise emissions from aircraft have been ihtroduced. A set of criteria, introduced as a policy, is 
considered a more appropriate approach. 

Noise control regulations currently available are the Noise Abatement (Neighbourhood 
Annoyance) Regulations 1979. These regulations were made under the provisions of the Noise 
Abatement Act 1972, a..Tld do not sit well under the provisions of the Environrnental Protection 
Act to which they were transferred in 1986 when this latter Act was introduced. Their 
application under the Environmental Protection i\..ct is lirnitcd to provision of a set of guidelines 
for maximum acceptable noise levels. They can not be construed as prescribed standards for 
the purposes of sections such as 49, 51 and 65. 

They are designed for control of steady, generally continuous noise emissions such as those 
from a large industrial complex. As the noise source deviates from this nature to one of short 
duration higher level noises such as is the case for aircraft landing at or taking off from an 
airstrip these regulations become less appropriate and more difficult to apply. The same is true 
of the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations currently being developed to replace the 
Noise Abatement (Neighbourhood Annoyance) Regulations 

Thus, neither the Noise Abatement (Neighbourhood Annoyance) Regulations nor the proposed 
Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations should be used as the criteria against which 
noise from aircraft is assessed. The environmental acceptability of noise associated with 
general aviation airstrips be ba~ed on the following criteria: 

• Noise levels generated by individual aircraft 
• Noise characteristics of aircraft noise emissions 
• Number and duration of aircraft movements 
• Time of day when aircraft movements may occur 
" Location of the airstrip relative to the surrounding iand tJses 
• History of the various development~ in the area. 

Available standards for assessment of aircraft noise 

Traditionally, the most conunonly adopted approach has been based on the Australian Noise 
Exposure Forecast model. This model works effectively for large airports catering for heavy 
commercial aircraft, this being the use for which it was developed. It does not perform as well 
for airports catering for light aviation, particularly where the aircraft activities include a high 
proportion of flying trainingo 

Australian Standard AS 2021 "Acoustics - Aircraft Noise Intrusion - Building Siting and 
Construction"·endorses the Australian Noise Exposure Forecast model which recommends that 
land used for residential purposes should be outside the 20 ANEF contour. This standard also 
provides an alternative approach which could be used. This approach is based on 
recormncnded indoor design levels of 50 dB(A) for relaxing and sleeping areas and 60 dB(A) 
for general domestic activities. 

Comparisons can also be made with other standards not specifically intended for aircraft noise 
control. 



The Noise Abatement (Neighbourhood Annoyance) Regulations 1979 specify a maximum 
allowable noise level of 50 dB(A) for not more than 5 minutes each hour Mondays to Fridays 
7.00 am to 7.00 pm and 45 dB (A) for the same time period on Saturdays, Sundays and public 
holidays for an"A2" category neighbourhood with a 5 dB(A) tonal adjustment. 

The proposed Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations allow a maximum noise level of 
70 dB(A) for not more than 6 minutes each hour during the time period 7.00 am to 7.00 pm 
Monday to Saturday inclusive 65 dB(A) in the same circumstances on Sundays and public 
holidays. 

Road traffic noise is assessed in Australia on the basis of the level exceeded for I 0% of the time 
during the period 6.00 am to 12 00 midnight. Less than 58 dB(A) L10 is considered fully 
acceptable, over 68 dB(A) Lw is considered not acceptable. 58 to 68 dB(A) Lw is an area of 
gradual deterioration. Perth roads such as Stirling Highway, Albany High\vay, and Great 
Eastern Highway exceed 68 dB(A) Lw. The Department of Main Roads endeavours to design 
new highways to meet 63 dB( A) Lw. 

Noise emissions from helicopters have been assessed in Western Australia using a maximum 
noise level for each helicopte-r movement, and an "average~~ (I .... eq) level to control the number of 
movements. Some years ago the EPA informally endorsed 75 dB(A) maximum for up to 15 
movements per day, and 70 dB(A) maximum for more than 15 movements per day for 
residential areas impacted on by helicopter movements to and from a helicopter landing site, and 
85 dB(A) maximum in non residential areas. This informal policy also allowed Leq increases 
of 2 to 5 dB(A) in residential areas. 

A control strategy for light aircraft would be well founded if it followed this helicopter strategy. 
Lower noise levels than those specified for helicopters would be appropriate because of the 
higher number of events. Maximum levels of 60 to 65 dB(A) are seen as appropriate for 
existing light aircraft landing sites. For "green field" light aircraft landing site developments 
maximum levels of 55 to 60 dB(A) would be preferable. These maximum levels should be 
coupled with a specified maximum "average" noise leveL The most appropriate parameter for 
fhis average value is Ldn· This parameter is the measured Leq over 24 hours with the measured 
overnight period levels increased by 10 dB(A). 

Characteristics which increase the intrusi.veness of a noise 

Tones are one of the most significa.'lt of t.,ose characteristics which increase the intrusiveness of 
noise emissions. Aircraft noise is tonal in nature. Most technical and legislative standards 
allow for the adjustment of maximum ailowable levels to compensate for the added intrusion 
due to the presence of tones. Australian Standard AS 1055-1989 "Acoustics- Description and 
Measurement of Environmental Noise" requires a typical adjustment to the measured level of 
noise from light aircraft of 6 dB(A). The Noise Abatement (Neighbourhood Annoyance) 
Regulations require an adjustment of 5 dB(A) to noise emissions from light aircraft 

Nurnber and duration of events 

Controlling the number and duration of events at an aircraft landing site poses some difficulties. 
It is not practicable to turn away approaching aircraft, for example, once a specified quota of 
aircraft movements has been reached. Duration can be controlled to some extent by 
requirements specifying the allowable operating hours for an aircraft landing site. However, 
provision must be made for aircraft to land and depart at any time of day or night. Use of a 
measurement parameter such as Ldn piaces a heavy weighting on those aircraft movements 
which occur outside those hours when the noise of aircraft is more acceptable. Hence this 
parameter is recommended. 

As both ambient noise levels and noise levels due to typical residential activities change with 
time of day noise from aircraft activities will be more intrusive when ambient levels are low, 



and residents are seeking quiet periods. Thus aircraft movements are undesirable, and should 
be minimised, during evening and overnight periods. 

Location of airfields relative to surrounding land uses 

Ambient noise levels are controlled by surrounding land uses and the extent of aircraft activity. 
The more the ambient level is dominated by other activities the less the aircraft noise will be 
intrusive. Thus, aircraft landing sites located in rural areas need to be further away frotn 
residences than sites which are located in urban, more densely populated areas. 

The history of developments in the area 

Where residential development has occurred in the presence of a pre-existing aircraft landing 
site the constraints placed on aircraft operations should not be as severe as they might be if a 
~een field site located ciose to established residential areas is being assessed. 
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